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THE ROLES: 

Actors of all ethnicities and gender identities are encouraged to audition.  

 

The Captain Ellalluk (female) 20-45 — a cavalier hands off kind of leader, frequently unsure of herself, 
always trying to perfect her leadership skills with the latest corporate jargon and business theory. Loves 
speeches. (Ellalluk means ‘rain’) 
Captain of the Tumyaraq-qaa 

1st Mate Atauciiq (male) 30-50 — the first mate. A bit of a stickler for paperwork and procedure. Will 
not proceed until the proper paperwork has been filled out or the captain directly orders him - even 
with imminent danger. Frequently called ‘#2’ by the Captain, this only serves to make him more rigid. 
(Atauciiq means ’S/he is the first’) 
1st Mate. Military to the bone. 

Navigator Naaq (female) 20-45 — a math whiz and will drop everything to over explain the math of the 
navigation equations. Frequently adds extra maneuvers just to illustrate her math proofs. 
Navigator who Really loves math 

Communications Officer Kaigtua (male) 20-40 — a player who loves his reflection. He will date anyone 
and anything. He had a relationship with the blueberry pie dispenser down on level three but they broke 
up because it was making him fat. (Kaigtua means ‘I am hungry’) 
Communications. A definite primp and preener. 

The Tribal Doctor Suupaaq (Trans) 20-45 (married to Doctor Yuungcarista) — Suupaaq is still deciding 
on their pronouns. Uses everything to relate to the spirit world. Once s/he/they saw spirals in the dust 
on level nine and thought that meant they had to rid the ship of nine people. It was shaky going for a bit. 
Mutiny was a definite possibility until the doctor sedated her/him/them. Their relationship has never 
been the same. Navigation explained the spirals were sympathetic vibration. (Suupaaq means ‘soup’) 
Tribal/spiritual Doctor. Everything can be fixed with a blessing. AK Native. 

The Medical Doctor Yuungcarista (female) 20-45 — this doctor has missed her calling. When not in 
direct conflict with Dr. Suupaaq — this doctor is a little more than overly doctory. For a scrape, she 
might bandage you up to your eyeballs. For a splinter she may rush you into the operating theater to put 
you under general anesthesia. Some crew members would rather treat themselves than have her 
(s)mother them. (Yuungcarista means ‘doctor’) 
Medical doctor. Cool, confident. All is right with the Universe when she’s doctoring someone. AK Native. 

Engineer Tekitua (male) 20-30 — always wanted to be an action hero or stunt person. At every 
opportunity and at every entrance he slides, summersaults or swings into the room. For him it’s about 
needing to perform a heroic stunt to prove his mettle. He fixes the engines and anything else but 
grumbles about it because the crew can’t seem to look at his stunt work as worthy in addition to his 
mechanic duties. (Tekitua means ‘I have arrived!’) 
Athletic. Mechanic/Engineer. Wants to be a stuntman. 
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General (male) 40-60 — stuffy, used to getting their way, gruff. 

Tax Drone 20-80 — literal tax drone/robot? Someone dress as a cyborg? Very rigid and task oriented 
Tax Code is Law. Tax Code is Religion. Tax Code is Life. Everything flows from Tax Code. 

Squad Leader — military. Sings the cadences. 

Squad — answers as a unit to the squad leader. 4-8 members.  18-45 Calls cadence and marches 

Parts person (male) 20-50 — go between, small time criminal. Two bit hustler. 

 

World Leaders are from real and imagined countries. They are posh, expensive (looking) and snazzy 
dressers. NOT JUST WESTERN.  Sex and age are flexible. 

World Leader 1 

World Leader 2 

World Leader 3 

World Leader 4 

World Leader 5 
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